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Enter the Gen I Revolution Contest to win up to $100,000 for your classroom.

Are you a student in grades 9-12? If so, you are encouraged to enter the Gen I Revolution Contest! The contest is designed specifically for students to engage with personal finance topics while learning about saving for a 401K. If you are playing, get your friends involved, and register your team here. The contest closed on April 30, 2014.

Top 5 Reasons to Participate in the National Economics Challenge

1. To take advantage of easy ways to prep for the APs.
2. To gain economic literacy to boost our future talents.
3. To recognize academic and career opportunities.
4. To gain connections to the classroom.
5. To fun and games!

There is still time to register for online competitions. Get on the site!

GATE Merges with myEconEdLink!

I’ve enhanced your teaching of economics and financial literacy, the Council for Economic Education, is now online with our myEconEdLink community. As GATE members recently received an email regarding the transition and steps on how to set up our profile details on the new site, you are a valued member of the community and should now be able to log in. For those who do not yet have an account, please contact our staff at myEconEdLink@nyse.com for further assistance.

Tech for Teachers Have you tried these apps?

Changing technology trends have a real immediate impact on teaching and learning. Check out this presentation by Clifford Rees of Educational Technology. This webinar features some new and exciting developments in math education and provides a number of great resources and specific applications for teachers.

MyEconEdLink Made Easy

This lesson will help every student understand the lesson that is associated with the MyEconEdLink Exam. It will also provide some ways to use the system and serve as a model for teaching in your classroom.

Discounted book & PDP Bundles Now Available

GEN student book 13x9PDP bound is your only book in our tools. However for CSET 1018 to use this book the available one - you can save 40% and avoid the headaches of having to print out your own book or just add a pdf for reading on the go.

NYSE Euronext Teachers Workshops (Summer 2014)

NYSE Euronext offers professional development programs to help educators teach students about the financial markets and the importance of their lives and the global economy. The Summer Teachers Workshops at NYSE provide educators with an understanding of the capital markets and how they are used to power the global economy. The workshops are designed for educators who are currently teaching or planning to teach in a financial classroom or business curriculum. The workshops are intended to be educationally enriching. NYSE Euronext offers a list of numerous tools and webinars to help educators teach from under-represented schools who are listed on one of the 2014 NYSE Euronext Teaching programs and will become part of the NYSE Euronext family. The workshops will provide teachers with the opportunity to learn about the tools and resources available to them.